Automatic Lure Pump (ALP) — Instructions

IMPORTANT

1. ACTIVATE THE ALP

2. NEST INTO SHROUD CAP

3. REMOVE ALP LID

Remove the 10c coin from the top.
This activates the lure dispensing ALP
technology, which will last for 6 months.
Pocket your coin for a 10c discount on your
next Goodnature purchase.

With the ALP activated, use your thumbs
and forefingers to shape the ALP into the
SHROUD CAP’s form. It will be a tight fit.

Now remove the ALP LID. A small amount
of lure may be forced out. That’s fine,
there’s still enough lure for 6 months. Use
the excess lure as pre-feed by
wiping it below the trap to immediately
attract any hungry rodents.

IMPORTANT: It’s vital you remove the coin
or the device will not activate.

NOTE: Be careful not to push it in too far.
Align the ALP so that the skirting sits about
3 mm proud of the SHROUD CAP rim so it
can screw into the LURE CRADLE thread.

ALP
6 Month
Replacement

4. SCREW ALP INTO
LURE CRADLE
Lightly place the SHROUD CAP with the
ALP into the LURE CRADLE and partially
screw the ALP into the internal thread of
the LURE CRADLE.
NOTE: It’s not designed to screw in tightly.

5. SECURE SHROUD CAP

6. RECORD INSTALL DATE

Once the ALP is screwed into the LURE
CRADLE, apply light downward force on
the SHROUD CAP until it engages with the
thread and screw until tight. The ALP is
now set and active!

Your ALP will need replacing in 6 months
time. Record the installation date in your
calendar or with the Goodnature App which
will remind you to replenish your traps’ gas
and lure. There’s no need to handle the ALP
until it needs replacing.
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SWITCH (COIN)
ALP TECHNOLOGY
INFLATING CHAMBER

FAQ’s
I’ve had a large amount of lure drop to the ground after
installing the ALP. Does that mean the ALP will run out before
6 months?
No. This can be common and doesn’t affect the longevity and
efficacy of the ALP.

LURE CHAMBER

LURE OUTLET
ALP THREAD

Will the ALP lure squeeze through and trigger the A24 trap?
No. The viscosity of the lure means it drops away at weights too
light to trigger the A24.
Can I pause the ALP part way through its deployment?
No. Unless you replace the coin immediately, the ALP has been
activated and deployed. It must run its 6 month course.

ALP LID

Fresh Lure For 6 Months

New Technology vs Old Technology

The ALP, with its automated lure delivery, revolutionises pest
control. The ALP means your Goodnature A24 rat control
networks need only 2 visits per year to achieve the same constant
suppression of rats. Simply set your A24s, screw in
the CO² canisters, install the ALPs and then walk away knowing
your traps are now constantly attractive and ready to strike
invasive pests.

Goodnature A24
with ALP
DOC best practice
rat control

It’s up to you what you do with all that spare time. If your trapping
is for conservation you can expand your project or spend more
time bird watching, controlling weeds, planting trees and educating
the next generation. If your efforts are in the domestic realm, you
can sleep easy knowing rodents aren’t gnawing wiring, breeding in
your midst or destroying your assets. Either way, sit back and relax
knowing the latest technological leap in pest control is constantly
working away.

2 Visits - 6 Monthly CO2
and ALP replacement

DOC
Traditional Trap
DOC best practice
rat control

34 Visits - 12 daily checks at
establishment and then fortnightly
checks thereafter
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